Where SAS will fly to in spring and summer
SAS opens 180 direct routes from Scandinavia to Europe in its spring and summer traffic programs, assuming travel restrictions have eased.
In addition to reopening several routes, new destinations such as Stockholm-Barcelona, Oslo-Pharo and Copenhagen-Larnaca are also
launched.
Demand for air travel is increasing a little further down the line, especially to warmer destinations. SAS will therefore introduce more departures to several
destinations around the Mediterranean. Even with the current tight travel restrictions due to Covid-19, there is hope that these will ease as vaccination rates
increase and spread of infection in society goes down.
SAS will increase capacity on all domestic routes accordingly, as well as within the Nordic and to major cities in Northern Europe, to meet an increase in
demand for leisure as well as business travel.
Read more about our full traffic program for spring and summer.

Safe travel with SAS
Flying is a safe way to travel during the pandemic, as the air on board is unfavorable for transfer of infections. Over the past year SAS has introduced a raft
of measures and procedures to further ensure safe air travel. Read more about our initiatives at SAS Safe Travel.
More flexible options
Flexibility is important for travelers, especially now that traveling is more challenging than usual. SAS has therefore introduced more flexible rebooking
options, to make it easier for our customers. Travelers can cancel international trips up until 72 hours before departure and receive a SAS Travel Voucher,
valid as payment for any SAS destinations. For domestic trips in Sweden, Norway or Denmark, we offer free rebooking up until one hour before departure if
you have a SAS Go Flex ticket. SAS Plus tickets are both re-bookable and refundable. This applies to both domestic and international travel. In addition,
SAS offers a 24-hour money-back guarantee if customers have booked their trip through SAS.
Read more about SAS flexible booking
Facts
SAS to open 180 direct routes from Scandinavia to Europe. SAS increases the number of departures to Alicante, Malaga, Mallorca, Alanya, Nice, Rome
and Athens. SAS also opens new routes with departures starting at Easter to:
Barcelona from Stockholm, Copenhagen and Oslo
Larnaca (Cyprus) from Stockholm and Copenhagen
Chania (Crete) from Copenhagen and Oslo
Pharo (Algarve coast) from Oslo

For more information, please contact:
SAS Press Office, phn +46 8 797 2944
SAS, Scandinavia’s leading airline, with main hubs in Copenhagen, Oslo and Stockholm, flies to destinations in Europe, USA and Asia. Spurred by a
Scandinavian heritage and sustainability values, SAS aims to be the global leader in sustainable aviation. We will reduce total carbon emissions by 25
percent by 2025, by using more sustainable aviation fuel and our modern fleet with fuel-efficient aircraft. In addition to flight operations, SAS offers ground
handling services, technical maintenance and air cargo services. SAS is a founding member of the Star Alliance™, and together with its partner airlines
offers a wide network worldwide.

